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1. APCO™ In-Duct Air Purifier

More effective than traditional PCO
technology on more complex VOCs such as
formaldehyde or toluene, APCO™ combines
UV light with an advanced absorptive photocatalytic oxidation (APCO) monolithic cell.
The cell is regenerative, breaking down the
captured impurities to simple carbon dioxide
and water vapor.

2. Blue-Tube UV ®

Our most popular product. Everything
needed for installation is in the tube. Just
connect to a low voltage 24 VAC transformer
and install the UV light where needed.

3. Fresh-Aire UV Purity™

Our whole-house germicidal ultraviolet light
and filtration system offers the ultimate
enhancement to indoor air quality. The
system features 4” filtration, UV sterilization,
and PCO odor neutralization in a stackable
filter housing.

4. Fresh-Aire UV AHU™

Our water-resistant Fresh-Aire™ germicidal
UV lamp system combined with a 110277 VAC electronic power supply. Remote
waterproof mounting for low maintenance.
Includes lifetime power supply warranty.
Single, Dual, Triple and Quad lamp designs
are available.

5. Fresh-Aire UV-Filter™

A complete UV light & filter combination
unit including special UV reactive filter
media. Fits in standard 1” filter slot. The filter
media is designed to increase the UV lights’
ability to react with captured particulate and
greatly reducing airborne pathogens.
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6. Mini-UV System™

Our smallest UV light system for mini-splits
& other limited-space applications features a
miniature shielded UV lamp only 9” long with
a 3/8” diameter - small enough to fit in the
tightest of spaces.
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7. Fresh-Aire UV Commercial Series™
Adjustable Modular Rack System

Internal installation up to 12’ x 12’ coils.
Larger sizes available. Easy, flexible installation
with advanced multi-voltage water resistant
power supply featuring the Triatomic lifetime
power supply warranty. This system effectively
kills mold, bacteria, and viruses in HVAC
equipment.
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8. Fresh-Aire UV Commercial Series™
Panel Mount System

External installation up to 4’ x 4’ coils. Easy,
flexible installation with lifetime warranteed
multi-voltage water resistant power supply.
The panel mount allows installations in the
most difficult, hard to reach areas by allowing
access to the coil from the outside of the
system.
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9. Fresh-Aire UV Commercial Series™
Tight-Fit Kit™
The Fresh-Aire Tight Fit Kit is ideal for
installation into PTACs, Fancoils, and WallMount systems. The kit uses a magnetic
mount to easily position the UV lamp for
optimum exposure.

10. Fresh-Aire ICE UV ®
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The Fresh-Aire ICE UV germicidal ultraviolet
light system works around the clock, killing
germs and reducing ice machine maintenance.
The Teflon® coated lamp and remote 110277 VAC power supply allow the lamp to be
positioned at the ice tray.
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FRESH-AIRE UV™ products manufactured by:

Triatomic Environmental, Inc.
sales@freshaireuv.com

800 -741-1195
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